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I have checked all the connections and peeked in the distributor and all looks OK and the car
still runs fine. What do I do next? On top of the right passenger side shock tower, there are
three connectors stacked vertically. Undo the bottom one and clean the connections, check the
wires. Then clear the code, it should not come back. I checked the wires and cleaned the
connectors and that worked for a while, but the check engine light came back on - I re-cleaned
the connections and the light keeps coming back on after a day or so. Now the car surges when

the throttle is pressed past the half way point when the check engine light is on, but as soon as
I cleared it the surge went away? It is beside the crankshaft timing gear and requires removal of
the timing belt covers so you might as well replace the timing belt and water pump while the
sensor is being installed. Thanks for your help here, I thought on that the TDC sensor was in the
distributor or at least in that area of the engine? I see from the manual that it looks like the TDC
sensor is in the distributor, is that true and can it be replaced by itself or do I need to replace
the distributor itself. The TDC sensor is not in the distributor, nor does it have any connection
to the distributor. BTW, I forgot to mention, if this car has less than , miles on it, take it to the
dealer and let them deal with it, its covered by an extended warrantee forced on Honda by the
EPA. The warrantee is for 14 years or , miles. It should be between and ?. A is the largest
connector on the other end. Above is the best graphical representation of the wire side of the
plug that I can do, hope it shows up on the post. Any way, repeat the tests above with pins 3
and 13 green and red wires. If one of these test bad, fix the wiring good luck. If good, you might
need a new ECM. BTW, if the car has had a problem with the AC condensor drain backing up,
you might just need to clean this connector. The post keep dropping all the spaces in my
graphic. The x means blank or empty slot, the o means space. I am confused - I have gotten
answers saying its not in the distributor and others that say it is - attached is the section from
the Accord manual that sure makes it look like its in the distributor. I just dont want to make an
expensive mistake here. Thanks again for your help folks! However, mine is the factory service
manual specific to the 97 Honda Accord. This was very helpful - that said I still wonder why my
manual shows it differently - did Honda offer two different 4 cylinders in the Accord in ? And if
so how do I tell which one I have? Thanks again folks! It seems that the information that the
other responders have is correct for your Honda Accord 4 cylinder. You need to disconnect the
battery, disconnect the electrical connector on the engine computer, and make the ohm
measurements that Keith speaks of. You can also check the circuits at an inbetween point, in
the engine compartment, as Keith shows. Clear the code and the CEL and drive onâ€¦If it comes
back on, same code, have a pro check it outâ€¦. Any ideas? Thanks again for your help! I see
from the manual that it looks like the TDC sensor is in the distributor, is that true and can it be
replaced by itself or do I need to replace the distributor itself Thanks again for your help!
According to the first page Keith sent there are two related sensors: Cylinder Position sensor
CYP in the distributor. Consequently, The ECU loves to talk in code. So, The only problem now,
is trying to decipher it. Consequently, A steady light on means the problem is not very serious.
So, A flashing or blinking honda check engine light means there is a serious engine misfire.
Typically the car will shake and you will notice poor throttle response. Above all, You should
not drive your honda if the check engine light is flashing. Finally, Driving a car with a misfire will
damage your catalytic converter and cause the engine to overheat. As a result, Making it way
easier to pull the OBD1 trouble codes. Consequently, When the car is in the ON position, the
check engine light emits two different flashes:. So, OBD1 gave cars a system that detected
problems and then reported them as trouble codes. Furthermore, these early systems were
made of proprietary connectors, protocols, and hardware interfaces. So, We cannot guarantee
the accuracy of all trouble codes. We do try and make them as accurate as we can, but we all
make mistakes. Finally, Check for manufacturer specific codes with an appropriate manual.
Automotive emission control systems, help control fuel fumes; while cleaning engine producing
exhaust gases. Consequently, automotive emission control systems, have been efficient in;
reducing air pollution, caused by automotive engines. Also, increased engine efficiency and
[â€¦]. Also, Dash [â€¦]. Suddenly a flickering engine oil pressure warning light or a low oil
pressure reading appear on your dash. Engine oil pressure troubleshooting is the only thing
you should be thinking about. You never want to [â€¦]. Most of the images displayed are of
unknown origin. We do not intend to infringe any legitimate intellectual right, artistic rights or
copyright. Emission Control. February 22, Emission Control. Engine Codes Lights Symbols.
December 31, Engine Codes Lights Symbols. December 22, Lubrication. The TDC sensor is
located behind the timing belt covers. You'll have to basically do a timing belt job to replace it,
yes the code is P, and the other code is P, but I know that, that is for the check engine light. Do
you. The crankshaft sensor is behind the timing cover down at the crankshaft here are diagrams
and instructions on how to change it. Check out the diagrams Below. Please let us know if you
need anything else to get the problem fixed. Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. Trying to
see where the TDC sensor is located? Trying to replace the TDC sensor but not sure where its
located, can you assist me with this. Is this difficult to get too? Is this part expense to replace,
can I much a used one, will that make a difference? What is a TDC sensor? Are you referring to
the crank sensor? You'll have to basically do a timing belt job to replace it. Why do you think it
is bad? Are you getting a trouble code? If so, what code are you getting? The engine check light
on my car came on, the code says its the cranck position sensor bad or faulty connection. My

question is where do I find the connections for this sensor on this car? Can you provide me any
info like location and color codes for this wires? Tank you. I don't Have the colors of the wires,
but it is located on the lower front part of the engine near the crank pulley. Usually it's a
magnetic sensor that reads the exciter on the crank. You will need to take off the belts to the
crank pulley or harmonic balancer. Then take off the pulley. The bolt comes off much easier
with an impact wrench. Then you need to take off the timing belt cover. After going to all this
work I would replace the timing belt while I am in there. The sensor is located right next to the
crankshaft. It will probably have two sensors on it but they are wired together and replaced as a
single unit. Please login or register to post a reply. Related Crankshaft Sensor Location
Content. My Car Broke Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! I got p and I don't know
whats wrong with it anymore. Engine code f23a4 Had a bad engine on it so I swap it with
another 99 accord f23a4 engine. It start up and run fine but it wont let me go pass rpm. I put in a
new timing belt, water pump, cam seal, crank seal, rear main seal and spark plugs. Yes I gaped
it. One thing that I dont know why is I put in 5 qts of oil and it only shows between low and full. I
checked cooling system and it was fine. Since I have that code I swap out the crank sensor from
other engine and it still do the same. I swap out the distributor and still do the same. I check all
the connectors and it seem ok to me. I checked compression 1, 2, and 4 psi 3 at psi. Do you.
Check for loose wires and or connector at crank sensor. It's an intermittent signal from crank
sensor. You may need a new connector but here is the sensor which I would replace first. Check
out the diagrams Below. Please let us know if you need anything else to get the problem fixed.
Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. Thank u so much for the reply. I will do that today. I
try another connector but its still the same. What should I try next? Then you have to try
resistance to computer, as it may be a shorted wire, or a bad ecm which if you have anti theft.
Thank you sir. I changed the sensor all fixed! How Do I clear the codes? The code shows and
the car cuts off but will start again but cutover again? There is a problem with top dead center
sensor circuit or sensor here is the location so you can replace the sensor first. Thanks for this
post I had to get a new sensor all fixed! Last June my son bought a used one-owner Accord EX
4 door 5 speed manual transmission and the F22B1 4 cylinder 2. The car has k miles on it and
no rust. The engine went sour in it this past summer. It developed a connecting rod knock. In
the long run, it ended up being cheaper and simpler to replace the bad engine with a used
engine. We found a F22B1 with 89k miles on it, bought it and installed it. We carefully labeled all
vacuum hose and wiring connectors before separating the connections. There were no check
engine lights in the car prior to disassembly. We removed the distributors from both the new
and old engines prior to any lifting operations to protect the units. The new engine came from a
car with an automatic transmission. Since my son s car was free of check engine lights and all
the electronics were working, we elected to transplant the original intake manifold assembly
and wiring to the new engine. Wherever possible, we transplanted sensors and pickups from
the old engine to the new. The only sensor that we missed was the crankshaft position sensor.
We discovered that after the timing belts and accessories were already installed and decided to
gamble that the position sensor was OK. Some of the large connectors had dielectric grease put
in them prior to reassembly. We have tried rechecking and resetting the ignition timing and
exchanged the distributor assemblies between the old and the new engines. After scanning the
codes with a scanner and erasing the codes to put out the light, the engine runs fine smooth
and no misfire until it hits RPM. The check engine light comes on again and the rev limiter kicks
in at RPM. We disconnected all the multi-pin connectors and reinserted them with no avail. We
also cleaned out all the dielectric grease from the connectors with Freon TF degreaser. The light
still reappears after hitting RPM for the first time. My next step is to remove the distributor again
from the engine and clean the mating surfaces with the cylinder head to assure that there is not
a grounding problem causing the intermittence. I have looked around on the Net and have found
this Code many places but no one has ever posted how they fixed the problem. Although it is
possible, it is probably unlikely that I have 2 bad distributor assemblies. Do you have any
ideas? Did you put the ECU from the Auto in this vehicle? Bruce, Thanks for the fast response.
No, we did not put the ECU from the donor car into our car. It was not available. Also, the donor
car had an automatic transmission. Ours is a 5 speed, if that matters unknown, although our
wiring harness was slightly different. Backup light switch primarily. I considered the crankshaft
position sensor CPS alignment in relationship to the TDC sensor, like fisherman mentioned but
was not looking froward to removing the timing belts again. Although, maybe I can remove the
bottom belt cover and get at the CPS. However, the CPS that is in the engine now is the one that
came with the new engine and it has never, at least as long as we have had it, been out of the
car or adjusted. If the codes change, the CPS is likely out of adjustment, like you said. Thanks,
I'll try it, but probably not until the weekend when I have more time. Please login or register to
post a reply. Now I Am I Pulled The Dipstick Registers Code P, Cyl Misfire. Sponsored links. Ask
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sensor harness connectors, cleared the codes, performed a road test and verified the vehicle
operated properly. The check engine light did not illuminate and no fault codes returned.
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In a Honda engine, pistons travel up and down inside cylinders in the engine block and are
driven by rods connected to the crankshaft. Top dead center is when the piston is farthest away
from the crankshaft. Locating top dead center on the number one piston is critical to many
engine overhaul processes such as replacing the timing belt and replacing the camshaft. Locate
the top dead center pointer on the lower timing belt cover. It will be just above the crankshaft
pulley. Double check by removing the upper timing belt cover and valve cover. Examine the
marks on the upper timing belt pulley. They should align with the valve cover mounting surface.
Jeffrey Caldwell has been a freelance writer for over five months and has published over
articles on websites like eHow and Trails. Caldwell writes articles on a wide range of topics
including travel, camping and automotive mechanics. Step 1 Disconnect the ground cable from
the negative battery terminal. Step 2 Locate the top dead center pointer on the lower timing belt
cover. Step 3 Locate the top dead center pointer on the crankshaft. Step 4 Attach a ratchet to
the bolt in the center of the crankshaft pulley. Step 5 Rotate the crankshaft counterclockwise
until the two marks line up. Use a long breaker bar on the crankshaft bolt if you're having
trouble rotating the engine. Do not try to "bump" the engine rotate the crankshaft using the
starter while the coil wire is attached to the distributor. High voltage could cause injury or
death. Our mobile mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and transparent pricing. Our
certified mobile mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9
PM. Many newer cars have computerized engine management systems that rely on sensors to
report data to the computer. The crankshaft position sensor is used in conjunction with the
camshaft position sensor to control ignition timing and to let the computer know when to inject
fuel and provide spark sequence. Due to the mounting locations of this sensor, it is common for
heat and oil leaks to cause this sensor to fail. The crankshaft position sensor will usually let you
know when it needs replacing. The Check Engine warning light will illuminate and you may
notice that your vehicle has a hard time starting or running smoothly. When you notice any of
these signs, schedule an inspection. The sensor provides the management system with the
information it needs to control ignition timing, and it lets the computer know when it needs to
provide sparks and fuel. Estimate price near me. Service Location. YourMechanic Benefits
Online Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety inspection. See availability. Keep
in mind: Damage to the crankshaft position sensor is sometimes caused by leaking oil, which
means there may be another component of your vehicle that needs replacement or repair. The
electrical connector can also be damaged, and should be inspected every time the position
sensor is replaced. How it's done: Scan the car for trouble codes. Remove and replace
crankshaft position sensor. Clear trouble codes. Check for the proper oper
volvo mass air flow sensor cleaning
mitsubishi timing belt
2001 ford f150 heater hose replacement
ation of the car. Our recommendation: The crankshaft position sensor will usually let you know
when it needs replacing. What common symptoms indicate you may need to replace the
Crankshaft Position Sensor? Car does not start. Check engine light is on. Car misfires car runs
rough. How important is this service? Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Honda Jobs. Auto
service in Your City. Meet some of our expert Honda mechanics Real customer reviews from
Honda owners like you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Leo 6 years of experience. Request
Leo. He was great did a great job explaining everything. Peter 22 years of experience. Request
Peter. Peter knows his stuff. Johnathan 5 years of experience. Request Johnathan. Johnathan
was punctual and very courteous and knowledgeable. You want this man to help you when your
car is on the fritz. Joseph 12 years of experience. Request Joseph. Would definitely recomend.
How can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Crankshaft Position Sensor Replacement.

